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ABSTRACT

This paper presents means to test the functionality, scalability and performance of distributed tele-
communication applications based on CORBA ORBs. The presented performance test approach is
generic and can be used to cope with various test objectives. For example, it can be used to evaluate
the maximal performance of a server device in a networked environment. It is also of use to evaluate
response times of servers and the supported number of simultaneous clients. The test manager
Ttman presented here is a tool to setup and parameterize distributed test configuration and to control
the test execution. Exemplarily, a TINA access session which is part of the TINA platform developed
by GMD FOKUS is considered.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Due to the highly increasing complexity of new telecommunication services and the need for more
scalable and manageable as well as flexible, run-time configurable execution environments for tele-
communications services (telecommunication platforms) new technologies for such platforms are
needed. The next generation of telecommunication platforms is based on distributed object technol-
ogy. A general framework for telecommunication and information retrieval services based on distrib-
uted object technology is defined by the Telecommunications Information Networking Architecture
Consortium (TINA-C).

Performance testing of real applications in realistic test scenarios and test configurations is of major
importance for the assessment, evaluation and overall acceptance of TINA technology (and of dis-
tributed object technologies in general). This paper presents a general approach to testing the per-
formance, robustness and scalability of distributed systems. The TINA access session which is part of
the TINA platform developed by GMD FOKUS was the TINA implementation which has been tested.
To enable distributed performance testing a flexible test architecture has been implemented based on
Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA) technology [2]. This test architecture allows
to start and configure any number of TINA test clients simultaneously on any network node and to
collect their results after the tests have been completed. By increasing the number of simultaneously
working test clients the performance characteristics of the TINA access session server can be tested.

Performance testing with a high number of test components requires a flexible solution for establish-
ing different configurations, initiation of the tests and the evaluation of the results. The normal case is
that even for a single test case the test configuration is not fixed, but is modified to in order to deter-
mine the maximal capacity of the system under test. A continuously increasing number of test com-
ponents is used to identify the response time of the access session server under increasing load con-
ditions.

The test components themselves form a distributed application which has to be managed. The distri-
bution of the test components is necessary because they run concurrently and should not influence
each other - this cannot be guaranteed if the amount of test components becomes too high on a sin-
gle node. In a distributed test setup two synchronization aspects can be identified: time and functional
synchronization for test setup, maintenance and clearing, test execution, and test reporting. Test
setup is required to bring all involved entities, like communication channels, testing devices, test
components, etc. into a well defined state, so that the test operator is able to execute the test. Possi-
bly, a set of parameters required for proper execution of a test suite have to be distributed to the
testing components. The test execution is controlled via coordination messages such as ’start test’
and ’report test results’. After a test suite has been completed, the testing devices and the communi-



cation channels have to release occupied resources, so that the testing devices are able to perform
another testing session. The process of gathering results produced by a test or a test campaign is
denotedby the term test reporting. A test operator can request traces produced by the test compo-
nents at the testing devices. This information has to be delivered to the test operator using the de-
sired granularity. Either all test devices have to report the traces, or only a specific one. The test re-
sult is considered to be transmitted to the test operator via the notification of a completed test case.

Basic Concepts of the Test Synchronization Protocol TSP1 [3] by ETSI have been used to implement
the main and parallel test components for the performance tests of the service access session. The
presented performance test approach is generic and can be used to cope with various test objectives.
For example, it can be used to evaluate the maximal performance of a server device in a networked
environment. It is also of use to evaluate response times of servers and the supported number of
simultaneous clients. The performance test results can be used to determine optimal parameter set-
tings for the server such as thread count, main memory, etc. The performance test results can also be
used as a basis for the decision whether a server device has to be upgraded or whether a better pa-
rameter tuning is sufficient to come up with better server performance.

2. A DISTRIBUTED AND SCALABLE PERFORMANCE TEST ARCHITECTURE

RM-ODP [10, 11] describes principles for conformance assessments of ODP specifications and im-
plementations so that implementations of different vendors can interoperate. These conformance
assessments made in RM-ODP are essential and the testing of the implementations has to be per-
formed for increasing the probability that applications can operate in the environment and interoper-
ate with each other. Depending on the objectives of testing, distributed applications can be tested with
a local or distributed testing configuration. Looking at networking testing similar issues can be identi-
fied. For example, if the routing capabilities of a network has to be tested, access to the network at
the remote side is needed. The distribution of the test components to the remote side can give the
desired access.

In the area of Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) protocols, the Conformance Testing Methodology
and Framework (CTMF) is well established and widely used. It is defined in the multipart standard IS
9646 [6]. CTMF was not aimed at describing tests for distributed systems but rather for OSI commu-
nication protocols. Although multiple upper and lower testers are supported, one assumption in CTMF
is that the Implementation Under Test (IUT) is not distributed. This leads to the fact that the test coor-
dination procedure needed between the several testers are not explicitly specified. However, concur-
rent TTCN (C-TTCN) [7], which enables the use of independent and concurrent test components (TC)
in a test description, gives direct raise to distributed test setups. A Main Test Component (MTC)
communicates with Parallel Test Components (PTC) over Coordination Points exchanging Coordina-
tion Messages (CM). C-TTCN gives convenient means to describe abstract tests for distributed sys-
tems, however, distributed test setups and the synchronization of distributed test components are
subject of current research.

Testing distributed applications results in general in distributed test setups, where test components
have to be distributed to gain access at the remote ends of the tested application. The distribution of
the test components is also needed because they should not influence each other - this cannot be
guaranteed if the amount of test components becomes too high on a single node, what is e.g. of par-
ticular importance for performance tests.

Performance testing with a high number of test components requires a flexible solution for establish-
ing different configurations, initiation of the tests and the evaluation of the results. The normal case is
that even for a single test case the test configuration is not fixed, but is modified to in order to deter-
mine the maximal capacity of the system under test. For example, a continuously increasing number
of test components is used to identify the response time of ta server under increasing load conditions.
The test components themselves form a distributed application which has to be managed. The distri-
bution of the test components is necessary because they run concurrently and should not influence
each other - this cannot be guaranteed if the amount of test components becomes too high on a sin-
gle node.



Fig. 1 Generic Distributed Test Architechture

Figure 1 displays the generic configuration for performance testing of distributed system. Each per-
formance test is realized by a set of parallel test components realizing the individual test behaviour
such as the emulation of client behaviour, and by a main test component, which controls and coordi-
nates the other parallel test components. Every test component and the test manager, i.e. every test
entity, may reside on a separate tester. No resource sharing except of sharing of communication links
can take place. For example, the resource time, one of the most important resources can not be
shared between two entities that do not reside on the same testing device. Time synchronization
needs to take place. The fact that the coordination message exchange may cross the bound-aries of a
single tester requires internetworking between the single testers. Reliability of the inter-network is a
assumed.

In a distributed test setup two synchronization aspects can be identified: time and functional synchro-
nization. In the following we will describe the functional synchronization only1.
Functional synchronization is needed to perform:
test setup, maintenance and clearing
test execution and
test reporting.

Test setup is required to bring all involved entities, like communication channels, testing devices, test
components, etc. into a well defined state, so that the test operator is able to execute the test. Possi-
bly, a set of parameters required for proper execution of a test suite have to be distributed to the
testing components. The test execution is controlled via coordination messages such as ’start test’
and ’report test results’. After a test suite has been completed, the testing devices and the communi-
cation channels have to release occupied resources, so that the testing devices are able to perform
another testing session.

The process of gathering results produced by a test or a test campaign is denoted by the term test
reporting. A test operator can request traces produced by the test components at the testing devices.
This information has to be delivered to the test operator using the desired granularity. Either all test
devices have to report the traces, or only a specific one. The test result is considered to be transmit-
ted to the test operator via the notification of a completed test case. At any stage during the test exe-
cution it has to be assured that all test components are in a known and stable state.

                                                  
1 Time synchronization is of less complexity for the described performance tests, since each PTC calculates its execution time locally and re-

ports it to the main test component. So, the weak requirement of equal time progress in each test device has to be assumed only.



Fig. 2: Architechture of TSP1

Basic Concepts of the Test Synchronization Protocol TSP1 [3] by ETSI have been used to implement
the main and parallel test components for the performance tests of the TINA service access session
[4]. The Architecture of TSP1 is presented in Figure 2. The purpose of the TSP1 protocol is to
achieve functional coordination and time synchronization between two or more Test Synchronization
Architectural Elements (TSAEs). TSAEs are Front Ends (FE), Test Components (TC) and the System
Supervisor (SS). A Test Component is executable, i.e. it realizes the logical test behaviour and con-
tains also hardware dependent parts like protocol emulations of the underlaying layer, access to Line
Interfaces, etc. The Front End is a server process on each testing device which is involved in the test
configuration. It is responsible for delivery of control messages between test components and the
system supervisor. One front end is the interface for all test components on a testing device. The
System Supervisor takes care of distributing control messages to the appropriate test component via
the respective Front End. In fact, the complete test configuration and the distribution of the test com-
ponents is only known to the System Supervisor.

Fig. 3: Library Structure of TSP1

Physical interfaces are used where the two communicating entities do not reside on the same hard-
ware. Mainly this will be the case between the System Supervisor and the Front Ends and the case
between the executable test components and the IUT. Internal interfaces will be used were the com-
municating entities reside on the same hardware. In fact this is true between the Front End and the
Executable Test Component. Normally, the Front End will run as a server process on the testing de-
vice where the local Executable Test Components also reside.

The exchange of Coordination Messages is managed via the Front Ends in conjunction with the Sys-
tem Supervisor. Every executing test component needing to exchange coordination messages with
an other ETCO sends them to the Front End. The Front End then forwards the CM to the System
Supervisor if the message's destination is an ETCO not controlled by the Front End. The System
Supervisor then takes care of distributing the message to the right Executable Test Component via
the appropriate Front End. In fact, the complete test configuration and the distribution of the test
components is only known to the System Supervisor.

The functionality of the System Supervisor includes the management of the test execution. It does
not provide any support for implementing the necessary configuration on the testing device. The test
configuration, i.e. the distribution and availability of test devices must be known and identified in ad-
vance, and set up manually or using a Telecommunication Management Network (TMN). The System
Supervisor (SS) manages the address table list of the test components, i.e. the mapping between
each test component and its FE, has routing capabilities towards the FEs, communicates with the
FEs, and manages the test session.

The Front End has two functions. Firstly, it decodes and translates received messages from the Sys-
tem Supervisor to the target testing device. Secondly, it distributes only those messages which are
destined for test components not controlled by the Front End. If messages are received from a Test
Component local to the Front End and having as destination a Test Component controlled by the
same Front End, these messages stay local to the Front End, i.e. they are not sent to the System



Supervisor. The Front End has to have routing capabilities towards its Test Components; communi-
cate with the SS, and to communicate with the testing device.
Executable Test Components are able to handle the test interfaces and are executing the (logical)
test component. They operate in the environment provided by the testing device.

As monolithic solutions that incorporate communication services, adaption to the testing devices, etc.
are very inflexible, the TSP1 protocol was, firstly, split into a System Supervisor side and a Front End
side [1] and, secondly, only the dynamic behaviour of the protocol was formulated in C. Well defined
external interfaces provide access to the TSP1 library. The TSP1 library can be written without con-
taining any OS or machine depended code. It has been designed to be compilable at any ANSI C-
capable OS. The TSP1 library was already successfully compiled on a SUN ULTRA 10 running So-
laris 5.6 and a PC running LINUX with the kernel version 2.0.35. On both systems the GNU C-
compiler (GCC, ver 2.8.1 (SUN) and ver. 2.7.2 (LINUX)) was used. The interface at the system su-
pervisor interface is depicted in Figure 4.

Fig. 4: TTman Interface

3. TINA PLATFORM UNDER TEST

This section is to describe the TINA [5] platform implementation at GMD FOKUS which was the sys-
tem under test outlined in this paper. The platform was designed according to the TINA architecture
and consists in principal of access session and subscription components. They are implemented in
C++ and run under Windows NT 4.0. The communication between the distributed components is
done by means of CORBA mechanisms which are provided by the commercial product Visibroker
3.2. The following subsections describe the structure of the implementation of both components and
their environment in more detail.

The access session component is of major concern for the overall system performance. It is forming
one process running on Windows NT and consists of implementations for the computational objects
defined in the TINA architecture like Initial Agent (IA) and User Agent (UA). That means there is a
decomposition of these objects in several C++ class declarations and definitions. Furthermore these
computational objects are supporting interfaces according to the Retailer Reference Point (RET-RP)
defined by TINA-C like i_RetailerInital and i_RetailerNamedAccess as well as proprietary interfaces
which are used internally (see figure). In order to fulfil its task the access session needs information
from subscription. Therefore another process is running on the same node containing the subscription
component. It contains implementation for several computational objects whereas one of them the
Subscription Coordinator (SC) is of main interest for the access session. It supports an interface
which provides all the necessary information to the access session. Subscription itself retrieves these
information from an object-oriented database realized with Versant.

In order to make some interface references from subscription known to the access session and known
to the test component a CORBA name service has to be executed. In the relevant test configuration
the name service coming with Visibroker for C++ 3.2 was used. It is running on the same node like
the other components under test.

The access session uses another component (UADB) to get access to the already mentioned object-
oriented database, where all user information are stored. This component runs in a separate process
on the same node and is also implemented in C++.

4. PERFORMANCE TESTS



Testing distributed applications encompasses two steps. In a first step the functional aspects of the
system under test is verified, i.e. it is checked whether the system behaves in the target environment
like expected and whether it is conform to reference points. Once the conformance of the system
under test is checked, performance and robustness tests can be performed to determine whether the
system also behaves correct under load. This paper concentrates on performance testing in the sec-
ond step. In essence, the performance test is an evaluation of the responsiveness of the access ses-
sion server of the TINA platform and of its scalability. Therefore, parallel test components are used to
emulate the behaviour of clients individually and to emulate the simultaneous access of several cli-
ents to the access session server.

A number of such parallel test components (PTCs, for short referred to as TC), which emulate the
client behaviour, will be triggered to run the test behaviour when the system under test is up and run-
ning and the test configuration is set up.

MSC Test_Case_Behavior

TC NS IA

UA

SC UADB

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

MSC Test_Case_Behavior;

call resolve_request

call getUserDescription_request(userId)

call requestNamedAccess_request(userId, password)

getUserDescription_reply(userDescription)

userDescription

call resolve_request

resolve_reply(SCref)

requestNamedAccess_reply(UAref)

call setUserContext_request(userCtxt)

resolve_reply(IAref)

setUserContext_reply

call listSubscribedServices_request
call listOfAuthorizedServices_request(userId)

listOfAuthorizedServices_reply(services)

listSubscribedServices_reply(services)

call listRequiredServiceComponent_request(service)
call getLoaderInfo_request(service)

getLoaderInfo_reply(SSUAP-URL)

listRequiredServiceComponent_reply(SSUAP-URL)

call startService_request(service)

startService_exception(ServiceUnavailable)

Fig. 5: The Test Behaviour for Emulated Clients

Figure 5 depicts the test behaviour as a Message Sequence Chart (MSC [8]).
1. The test component (TC) resolves a name context at the name service to retrieve the interface

reference (i_RetailerInitial interface) to the Initial Agent (IA).
2. This interface reference is used to call the requestNamedAccess operation at that interface. The pa-

rameter userId has the value anonymous, the password is an empty string. This operation request causes



the IA to initiate a database request to the UADB object to get some properties for that user (userDe-
scription). In the case that the userId is anonymous the IA instantiates a new User Agent (UA), initial-
izes the UA with the user description and returns the interface reference (i_RetailerNamedAccess inter-
face) of the UA to the TC. In its initialization phase the User Agent resolves a name context at the name
service to retrieve the interface reference to the Subscription Coordinator (SC).

3. The TC calls the operation setUserContext at the i_RetailerNamedAccess interface.
4. In order to retrieve the available services for that anonymous user the TC calls the operation

listSubscribedServices at the i_RetailerNamedAccess interface. Then the UA sends the request
listOfAuthorizedServices to the SC which provides the information with the help of the underly-
ing database back to the UA. The UA replies the list back to the TC.

5. The TC which acts like a Provider Agent in the TINA architecture needs some information
about the service specific user application of the selected service in order to start the service.
Therefore it calls the operation listRequiredServiceComponent. This causes the UA to send the
request getLoaderInfo to the SC which retrieves this information from the database. In the cur-
rent implementation this information consists of an URL to a JAVA applet which implements
the service specific user application.

6. After the TC has got the information about the service specific user application it calls the
startService operation for the selected service. Since no service is running on the platform the
UA responds with a ServiceUnavailable exception.

We use the upcoming version of Message Sequence Charts (MSC’2000) to identify the events to
observe and to define the measurements to be taken in a performance test. An example is given
below.

MSC Black_Box_Measurement_Scenario;

(0,5s]&rel1

(0, 2*rel2) &rel3

@abs1

@abs2

TC SUT

Get_NamedAccess

Set_UserContext(ua)

Start_Service(services)

&rel2

Fig. 6: Defining the Measurements to be taken in a Performance Test

The MSC Black_Box_Measurement_Scenario in Figure 6 uses absolute measurements (indicated by
@) and relative measurements (indicated by &). Absolute measurements observe the global time.
The absolute measurements @abs1 and @abs2 give the absolute start and end of the test described
as a sequence of Get_NamedAccess, Set_UserContext and Start_Service (we divided the sequence
given in Fig. 5 into subsequence in order to have a modular design for the test cases). In addition,
relative measurements are used to measure the time distance between pairs of events.
For example, &rel1 measures the distance between the start event of Get_NamedAccess and the
start event of Start_Service. This measurement is combined with a constraint (0,5s] meaning that the
duration between start of Get_NamedAccess and start of Start_Service is constrained and the time it
takes really (within the given bounds of the constraint) is observed by means of the relative meas-
urement.



(0, 2*rel2) &rel3 is also a relative time constraint combined with a relative measurement. This con-
straint refers to a measurement on the duration between start of Get_NamedAccess and its end taken
before.
For the concrete test environment we installed the executables of all TINA components on a Windows
NT 4.0 PC with 256 MB memory and a dual processor board with 2x Intel Pentium 266 MHz. This PC
contains also the database with the user and service information (subscription). The MTC and the
Test Manager are implemented as Windows applications as well. They are executed on a Windows
NT laptop. The emulated clients are executed on PCs and/or Workstations. First results of the per-
formance tests are given in [9]. A next series of performance tests is under work with an updated
version of the TINA Access session server.

5. CONCLUSION

Performance testing of real applications in realistic test scenarios and test configurations is of major
importance for the assessment, evaluation and overall acceptance of distributed systems. In addition,
performance tests and systematic approaches towards performance tests gain in acceptance.
The presented performance test approach is generic and can be used to cope with various test objec-
tives. For example, it can be used to evaluate the maximal performance of a server device in a net-
worked environment. It is also of use to evaluate response times of servers and the supported num-
ber of simultaneous clients.
The performance test results can be used to determine optimal parameter settings for the server such
as thread count, main memory, etc. The performance test results can also be used as a basis for the
decision whether a server device has to be upgraded or whether a better parameter tuning is suffi-
cient to come up with better server performance.
The performance test approach is in general applicable to any CORBA based distributed system: the
mechanism for implementing, setting up, configuring and distributing the emulated clients which give
the load to the server, are based on standard CORBA features.
It should be noted at this point, that in the future new features such as on-line performance monitoring
and load balancing in distributed process environments will support the routing of client requests as
well as the migration to less loaded servers.
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